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Figure 1. In a user study we examined how the spatial layout influences the UX when using a fully immersive HMD. We compared the HMD user (A)
surrounded by random bystanders, (B) separated by a barrier tape and (C) being in a separated room. The examiner was present (orange).

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

We investigate how spatial layout in public environments like
workplaces, fairs, or conferences influences a user’s VR experience. In particular, we compare environments in which an
HMD user is (a) surrounded by other people, (b) physically
separated by a barrier, or (c) in a separate room. In contrast to
lab environments, users in public environments are affected
by physical threats (for example, other people in the space
running into them) but also cognitive threats (for example.
not knowing, what happens in the real world), as known from
research on proxemics or social facilitation. We contribute an
extensive discussion of the factors influencing a user’s VR
experience in public. Based on this we conducted a betweensubject design user study (N=58) to understand the differences
between the three environments. As a result, we present implications regarding (1) spatial layout, (2) behavior of the VR
system operator, and (3) the VR experience that helps both
HCI researchers as well as practitioners to enhance users’ VR
experience in public environments.

The advent of consumer-grade head-mounted displays
(HMDs), like Oculus Rift or HTC Vive, make high-quality
virtual reality (VR) an affordable technology for many application areas. Example areas include, but not limited to, car
companies1 , health and fitness2 , or hotel groups3 . In these
cases, VR is for example used to showcase products to potential customers. A particular challenge arises, as demonstrations
happen in environments, where mutual strangers act in parallel.
This can be shops, museums [40], exhibition halls, as well as
public spaces like a crowded city [3].
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From research on proxemics [28] and social facilitation [24]
we know that the mere presence of other persons has a strong
influence on the user’s experience as well as on their behavior which we discuss in more detail in the following section.
When using HMDs in public environments the user is usually
surrounded by different people, This includes the system operator but also strangers (e.g. other visitors). In particular the
presence of strangers not only imposes a constant physical
threat to the user (since these could incidentally collide with
the VR user) but also cognitive arousal and behavior changes
as described by proxemics [28] and social facilitation [24].
Imagine the following scenario: A sales representative for
kitchens might present the company’s portfolio in VR at a
trade fair. Customers wearing an HMD stand in front of the
booth and experience the design of their future kitchen in
VR. At the same time bystanders and passersby occupy the
surrounding space. Due to the strong immersion, the HMD
user neither sees nor hears the real world (RW) anymore.

1 https://audi-illustrated.com/en/CES-2016/Audi-VR-experience
2 https://www.icaros.com
3 http://framestorevr.com/marriott

From this, the following implications can be derived. From a
commercial perspective there is the risk of creating a negative
experience for the HMD user. An example known from earlier
research is the butt brush effect [52], which describes the
decreased likeliness of retail decision when being touched
by others during examining goods. As the HMD covers the
eyes, additional effects influencing the user can be expected
[34]. From a research perspective, behavior changes can be
expected and consequently impact on study results. Creating
a safe environment for the HMD user by creating a separated
space with barriers or walls, might help the user to have a
better experience (see Figure 1). Yet, space is often limited
and infers extra costs, for example at a fair where exhibitors
are typically charged per square meter.
To enhance the design of public HMD experiences, we conducted a between-subject user study with 58 participants and
three factor levels (Figure 1). We compared three conditions:
(A) the HMD user acting while being surrounded by people
(surrounded); (B) the user acting next to other people, but
being separated by a barrier (barrier); (C) the user acting in a
separated room (separated), without other people present but
a supervising person (referred to as examiner). We investigate
the influence of the different conditions of physical and visual
separation to strangers on the user’s experience regarding feeling present in the VR, the feeling of personal security, and the
emotions during the study. We also report on the influence of
the system operator on the HMD users experience.
Our paper. makes the following contributions:
• We introduce, discuss, and confirm a design space when
using HMDs in public spaces.
• We provide Insights from a user study (n=58), exploring the
interplay of factors influencing the UX during HMD usage
under different spatial conditions.
• We derive implications for designers of future HMD experiences for public environments. Our results help making
them an informed decision as to which spatial layout should
be used and how they could compensate for the drawbacks
of a certain environment.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Our work draws from several strands of prior research. In this
section, we motivate our study design by reporting the effect of
bystanders from existing work in behavioral, communication
research and the research on Virtual Reality systems.
The Mere Presence of Others in the Real World

HMD users might be visually and auditory separated from
surrounding bystanders. However, communication happens
all the time two humans are co-existing [55]. In our case, the
HMD user might hold a reminiscence of people surrounding
in mind. Reminiscence and loss of control about interaction
with bystanders might influence HMD users’ VR experience.
Proxemics describes the human use of space as well as humans’
behavior, communication, and social interaction [28]. This
research got considerable attention from the HCI community
and had been applied to interaction with technology before [6].

The theory of proxemics classifies space around a person into
the public, social, personal and intimate distance. Depending
on the distance two humans will change their behavior.
A mismatch between one’s behavior and others’ expectation
creates arousal for the latter, described by the expectations
violations theory (EVT) [9] – for example, as a person raises
their voice when coming closer, this may make the approached
person anxious. This further leads to a shift of attention of the
person whose expectations were violated towards the source
of violation [23]. As an HMD user might expect violations
from the bystanders, this would mean a distraction from VR
to the RW. Distraction might be enforced when the HMD user
hears passersby, but cannot accurately interpret the sounds.
Violating proxemic distances can be interpreted as positive or
negative, where only negative violations create arousal [23].
The perception of a violation depends on the communicator
reward valence, that is the sum of all positive and negative expectations a person might have for the encounter. For example,
passersby unknown to the HMD user might create a negative experience and bystanders touching the HMD user might
cause a bad feeling. In contrast, a friendly VR system operator
might give the HMD user a feeling of safety and guidance.
A positive violation of proxemics would be if the operator
touches the HMD user to guide them around an obstacle [2].
The communicator reward valence persists over longer periods
of time. Hence, the image of the surrounding passersby might
influence the HMD user’s experience even after putting on the
HMD and not seeing the passersby anymore.
The social facilitation theory describes how the presence of
others influences a person. The central assertion of this theory
is that mere presence of others alters the performance of a
person. A summary of the theories created and expanded for
decades under the umbrella term social facilitation is given
in the work of Guerin and Innes [24]. As with the EVT, the
mere presence of others is expected to increase the general
level of arousal. One explanation among others is the shared
attention to the surrounding environment between people. This
reduces cognitive load on the person engaged with the task as
others take care for possible secondary tasks. In our example
scenario, the salesperson engages with the role of an observer
for the environment in order to protect the HMD user from RW
threats. The HMD user trusts the salesperson and therefore
does not need attentional resources to monitor the environment,
resulting in a better focus on the virtual content. This might
lead to better user experience regarding the sense of being
Safe and present in VR.
The butt brush effect [52] originally refers to situations in
a retail shop where a shopper is ‘brushed’ from behind by
a person or display table while examining retail goods. It is
hypothesized that the likeliness of the ‘brushed’ person making
a purchase decreases [52]. A similar effect may occur in a VR
environment, as users are ‘brushed’ by bystanders.
The staging effect occurs in public places as technology provides a stage for the user [21]. A common example from the
90s is Dance Dance Revolution4 , a game that requires the
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dance_Dance_Revolution

From the presented research we learn that HMD users might
react to others depending on their spatial distance. Further
users expectations towards the upcoming experience, the social
relationship to bystanders and the personality of HMD users
might have an influence. In contrast to our work, existing
research accounts for situations in which people can see each
other in the same environment. As HMD systems are thought
to separate the user from the RW completely, there will only
be a reminiscence about it left, which we expect to have an
influence on the user’s experience. There are two possible
extreme reactions by the HMD users. HMD users forget about
the RW and have an excellent experience. Alternatively, the
HMD user has no more visual control about the environment,
while still holding an imaginary impression of surrounding
people. Intermediate states are not predictable yet, due to the
mentioned lack of knowledge about the impact of proxemics,
social facilitation, and the mere presence of others.
Influence of Mere Presence of Others in VR

Related work took into account the described theories above,
either to show that they hold in VR or to use VR for research
on these theories. Some examples from research include studies on social inhibition [29], social phobia [42], fear of public
speaking [47], influence of racial bias [39], the physical state
of activity of the other [18] or the influence of avatar representation on the users walking path [5]. Contrasting to our
scenario, in these studies, a second person or avatar is visible
in VR and not as a bystander.
Interplay Between VR and the Real World

In this work we focus on an HMD user and a RW bystander
acting in parallel. We summarize work that investigates this
situation in the following.
Mixed presence describes a situation in which two persons
are acting together, either collocated or remote, with different
cognitive states of presence. Remote mixed presence systems
for collaboration can be summarized as Collaborative Virtual
Environments [12]. In collocated scenarios, RW bystanders
surround an HMD user and interact with him/her. The purpose
of existing related work is to design for interaction in these
situations [25, 30, 38, 49]. Results of conducted studies do not
offer insights into HMD users’ experience.
Telepresence scenarios are another form of VR-RW interaction,
looking either into two persons having a remote communication, or teams working on both sides of the telecommunication
system [35, 51]. The cognitive disparity is the same in our
scenario, as HMD users are acting in the virtual space while
being surrounded by people acting in the physical space. Our
scenario is different from that, as both are still co-located in
one physical space. Work on telepresence introduced the socalled presence disparity [51]. It means that people tend to
interact with their co-located workers instead of the remote
ones. Unlike for remote collaboration, this effect can be seen
as positive for the sense of being present, as the user can
concentrate on the VR and is not on bystanders.
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Figure 2. The factors influencing an HMD user in a public environment.
In our study we focus on the factor spatial layout. Blue factors are summarized under presence of others.

ShareVR is a system that includes RW bystanders in an HMD
based VR experience for entertainment in living room environments [26]. They could show that the integration of bystanders
can improve the experience.
Dose of Reality presents and evaluates concepts on how to
incorporate the RW into the VR, as users reported to have
severe issues of awareness for the RW [36]. One of their concepts integrates RW bystanders in VR, conducting unspecific
tasks. The results indicate that the feeling of being present
in VR is stable, but the users feel distracted by the sudden
appearance of the RW bystanders avatar. In contrast to our
work, the effect of the RW on the experience was not explored
in a field study but an online survey. Furthermore, they were
proposing a connection between the real and the virtual world
by augmentation of the RW bystander in an office context.
In contrast to ShareVR and Dose of Reality we want to foster immersion in the HMD by separating the user, instead of
constantly reminding the user about the surrounding RW.
DESIGN SPACE AND STUDY CONCEPT

A number of different factors influence user experience when
using HMDs in public spaces (see Figure 2). These factors
need to be taken into account and controlled for the study
design and future research. Therefore we summarized the
literature introduced above, discussed and conducted brainstormings with experts in research on interaction in public
spaces and VR. For each dimension of the design space, we
start with a short description of the term, discuss the expected
influence and close with a short discussion.
Personality and Immersion

The primary goal is to immerse the HMD user into technology
to enable them to develop the feeling of being present in VR.
However there exists a number of definitions for the term
presence and especially how the mental model to achieve
presence looks like [7, 43, 48, 56]. As the term presence is
central to our argumentation of the factors influencing the
design space we describe this in the following in detail.
Presence and Immersion

We describe our understanding of the concept of being present
as: “Presence is a state of consciousness, the (psychological)
sense of being in the virtual environment.” [48]. The term
immersion is a measurable property of a VR system, like

screen resolutions, latencies etc. [48] and therefore is part of
the influencing variables in public environments. Important to
our work is the general assumption that (1) “Cognitive processes mediate the impact of immersion on the development of
presence.” [43]. That leads to the conclusion that (2) higher immersion does not necessarily lead to a higher state of presence,
as there are cognitive processes in between [43, 46]. These
cognitive processes are individual and have the purpose to (3)
suppress conflicting stimuli, like noise from the real world and
the allocation of attention to the virtual stimuli [10, 46].
Multidimensional factors influence presence in a public environment (see Figure 2). In general these can be categorized
into internal (subjective) and external (objective). Internal
factors are the cognitive processes that generate the feeling of
being present. They vary between users as individual factors
come into play. An example is personality traits like people
being introverted or extroverted. External factors correspond
partly to the term Immersion, and therefore the VR system
belongs to the external factors. We define a VR system as the
software and hardware used to create an interactive virtual
reality experience, which is needed by the user to create the
feeling of being present in the experience. The requirements
for the technical implementation of a highly immersive VR
system – e.g. ergonomics[27], interaction [43], avatars, rendering and plausibilty [48] – are summarized in the section
System Requirements: Hardware of the Handbook of Virtual
Environments [27] or the work of Cummings and Bailenson
[14]. Immersion therefore is a dimension of the design space.
Because this is a highly complex topic in itself, we argue that
it is adequate to use currently available consumer hardware
and software. Studies using these systems already proofed the
ability to create a highly immersive system (e.g. [15, 26, 36]).
Furthermore, external factors might become internal factors,
as the memory of the RW environment can stay in the users
head during the VR experience (see discussion on time below).
Personality

Cognitive processes generate the feeling of being present in the
VR. Further effects like the staging effect are highly depended
on users’ personality. Therefore the personality of the user has
a strong influence on the experience. We use the BIG–Five
personality traits that describe a person based on a common
language [22]. Prior work shows that introverted people feel
more present in VR [4]. The authors also recommend generating emotional VR environments, as they create a higher
immersion for the user. Kober and Nuper [31] were able to
show differences in the presence feeling among users with
diverging Big-Five personality traits, but also report that these
dependencies vary between the used presence questionnaires.
Other studies confirm dependencies of personality traits and
presence [32], the emotional involvement and conscientiousness of people [19] and assume a correlation between spatial
ability and spatial presence [13]. Personality therefore is a
dimension as users are different in terms of (1) acceptance of
the hardware itself, (2) their VR experience, (3) perception of
the RW environment and the surrounding people during the
experience including (4) the relation to the examiner.

Spatial Layout

We define the spatial layout as the physical structure around the
user, including all movable or immovable objects like walls,
staircases or furniture. The physical structure can match or
differ between the RW and VR. The spatial layout also defines
the user interaction with other beings concerning physical,
visual, auditory and olfactory interaction. E.g. it was shown
that people tend to walk more careful when a threat caused by
the spatial layout is matched in the VR compared to the RW
[17, 45]. However, movement trajectories do not alter between
VR and RW if they have the same layout [45].
The spatial environment influences the auditory stimuli from
the real world and creates a mismatch between the perceived
room size in the VR – e.g. a mountain peak – and the physical
room – e.g. an office space. The haptic stimulus in a pure VR
environment is only the floor. The physical floor in the RW
and the optical visualization in VR should match the relative
position to the user and the perceived texture. However, the
physical surface can deviate from the virtual representation
within certain limitations [45].
Presence of Others

We distinguish between the examiner, a person accompanying
the user and bystanders as others being around the HMD user
(Figure 2). The expected influence of each role is described in
the section Mere Presence of Others in the Real World.
Bystanders are strangers being present, but are not intended
to take part in the VR experience actively or passively [1].
Bystanders in a public scenario are expected to either pass
by or stand and watch the HMD user. We do not assume that
the HMD user will focus on a specific person but perceive
passersby as a group of people. This group might have specific
attributes that are reflected by the HMD users creating a mental image of the surrounding group. There might be systems
designed to include bystanders in the experience, but with that,
they get part of the VR system.
The examiner is a person that is guiding the HMD user through
the VR experience. The examiner can be exchanged with different roles like a salesperson or a system operator. They are
mostly unknown to the HMD user. We assume that the contact
to the examiner has timely stages – before and during the VR
experience. Before the session there might be an introduction
into the system and task. This alters the expectations of the
HMD user and therefore the experience and behavior [8, 33].
In the introduction phase, the examiner creates an individual
relationship to the HMD user which needs to correlate with the
experience one wants to create for the VR user. As discussed,
a positive relation between the HMD user and the examiner
might lead to a better experience. During the session the examiner can be physically present or not and can get in interaction
with the HMD user or not. As described in the chapter The
Mere Presence of Others in the Real World, we expect changes
in behavior or the experience of the HMD user due to the mere
presence of the examiner during a VR experience. For instance,
social facilitation theory suggests that HMD users might feel
monitored by the examiner and therefore stick to a possibly
dull task in VR instead of exploring a fun environment.

A person might be accompanying the HMD user. This person has a closer social relationship to the HMD user than
the other roles defined above. The influence of this person
is unpredictable as s/he might either be positive to the HMD
experience and support the HMD user or negative which might
lead to a stop of the experience and makes all persons leave.

Time needs to be long enough to create a maximum feeling of
being present and let users experience natural variations during
the experience as described by Garau [20]. Personal artifacts
will be secured before the experience and the participants will
be asked not to bring an accompanying person.
USER STUDY

Time

It was shown that it takes some time, to adapt to the incoming
stimuli from the VR system and create a feeling of being
present in the VE. During the progress of the VR experience,
the feeling of being present can alter in intensity due to breaks
in presence or have temporal fluctuations, but the behavior
in the VR stays consistent [20]. While time itself is not a
factor influencing a user, the progress in time affects all other
variables. For example internalized factors like a memory of
the RW vanishes over time, as it is dependent on the user’s
personality and the cognitive processes active during the HMD
experience. Alternatively, a task executed for a shorter period
might involve the user very much as it is exciting and fun, but
after a certain point of interaction gets boring. Boredom might
let the user’s focus drift away from VR towards more appealing
stimuli in the RW. Time, therefore, is a further dimension.
Personal Artefacts

People are likely to carry personal items with them. Examples
are different kinds of bags, electronic devices or umbrellas.
While wearing the HMD users can not monitor their belongings. This might influence the users’ experience since they are
constantly distracted by worries about their belongings.

In order to explore the influence of the spatial layout around
the users in a public environment on the feeling of being
present, the emotional state and the sense of security in the
VR, we conducted a user study.
Participants

We advertised the study through university mailing lists and
social media. 58 participants (33 female) with a mean age
of 25 years (SD= 5). 60% participants had prior experience
with HMDs. Participants were compensated with 10 Euro. 21
participants participated in the surrounded, 21 in the barrier
condition and 16 in the separated condition.
Apparatus

The VR system consists of the HMD Oculus Rift CV15 , two
Oculus sensors for room size positional tracking, two Oculus
Touch controllers. We used a VR ready computer with Nvidia
GTX 1080, IntelCore i5 6600k and 16GB RAM. The smartwatch Motorola 3606 was used as an alarm clock by the HMD
user in order to communicate the end of the experience. The
fenced off area in the public space was about 3.5 m × 3.5 m
during the barrier condition.
Materials

Implications for the User Study

The factors presented in this section can vary in many ways.
For the apparatus of our study, we decided on a particular
combination of factors that all follow the goal to create the
best possible immersion and feeling of being present.
The space should be varied in terms of visual (to address social
facilitation) and physical (to address proxemics) layout and in
wether or not HMD user and bystanders are separated.
The HMD user needs to be represented by a random sample.
The influence of the different personalities will be controlled
by using the Big-Five personality questionnaire [41].
Passersby need to be present all the time as the effects we
assume are related to the mere presence of others.
The examiner might introduce a bias in two opposing ways.
Firstly, in the condition surrounded, the HMD user might expect the examiner to care for the safety and therefore pass
monitoring of the environment to the examiner without comment. This would lead to a better experience for the HMD user
than expected from the environmental situation. Secondly, in
the condition separated, the user is alone with the examiner
while having the eyes covered. In this situation, users might
feel intimidated, as they are not able to monitor the examiner’s
behavior towards them. To address this the examiner will be
trained to behave in the same way for every participant.
The VR experience needs to support all immersion factors that
influence the feeling of being present as described above.

Based on the idea of Garau and colleagues we let people
draw so-called time graphs [20]. These support users’ memory
when recalling their experience. The template we gave the
users showed the timely progression on the horizontal axis. In
contrast to Garau’s suggestion, the template showed a positive
change of the parameter in the upper and the negative change
in the lower direction instead of only one direction. We did so
to allow participants to reflect also negative moments. Three
diagrams with the parameters emotion (positive up and negative down), presence (virtual up and real down), and a general
sense of safety (feeling safe up and feeling threatened down)
were presented to participants. For presence, participants in
this way could easily describe when they felt to be rather in
the real world and when in VR.
The semi-structured interview was composed of four key questions. Each participant was asked "Summarize the study and
tell me about your experience", "How have your emotions
changed over time?", "How did you perceive your real environment?" and "What else did you notice about the study?".
Following questions were dependent on the answers, the drawings of time graphs and purposed to get unexpected insights.
Study Design

A between-subject design for the factor spatial layout with the
three levels surrounded, barrier and separated was used to
which the participants were randomly assigned.
5 https://www.oculus.com/rift
6 https://www.motorola.in/products/moto-360

To record the emotional state of the participant, we used the
PANAS questionnaire [54] which consists of two scales with
10 items. The PANAS measures the positive and negative
affects on the user and was presented to the participants before
and after the experience. The presence was measured with the
established IPQ questionnaire [43] after the experience. To
analyze the data towards personality and control for a group
with varying personalities, we used the BFI–10 [41].
A semi-structured interview was conducted after the study,
recorded, and transcribed. In a next step all claims regarding
the topics bystanders, sense of safety, presence and emotions
were collected by the topics. We clustered similar statements
and the numbers of statements were counted for each group.
The Examiner – During the experiment, the examiner – male,
25 years old – was present all the time. This is according to our
example scenario, as there was always a system operator or
salesperson present. The examiner acted as a neutral person in
order not to bias the user in advance. This means the examiner
acted the same for each participant without being exceptionally
friendly, e.g., taking time for small talk, nor being negative
by saying things like, we are conducting a small study. His
behavior was trained in advance and discussed with other
experts from the department. He did not state any expectations
on the user’s behavior or success in the VR. He did not interact
with the HMD user during the study.
Task – The Task should be as immersive as possible according
to Slaters defined needs for a highly immersive environment
which claim cognitive and physical stimulation of the user.
Therefore we chose the VR game Job Simulator7 . The users
had to follow the tasks given by the game Job Simulator within
the level Store clerk. It contained short social interactions with
avatars who had to be served by preparing and selling typical
store products. For example, the participants had to prepare
hot dogs or sell lottery tickets. Participants were presented
store music and voices of the avatars through a headset.
Procedure

The conditions in public took place in a university hallway near
a library (Figure 4 left, middle). The study for the separated
condition took place in an empty classroom of the university.
Participants were greeted and requested to fill in a consent
form followed by the demographic, BFI-10 and PANAS questionnaires. They were told that they will have to play a VR
game and that the tasks will be presented in the game. They
7 https://jobsimulatorgame.com/
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Measures – For behavior analysis, we logged orientation and
position coordinates of the users’ head and recorded the view
of the user. We argue that users with fear of colliding with
others or objects will move less and slower regarding speed
and acceleration. Additionally, we considered physiological
measurements like heart rate or skin conductance which are
supposed to be related to feeling present [37]. However, we
expect disturbing variables like movements or arousal due to
the experience and given task itself being disturbing A dependency of the measurement and a specific factor, therefore, is
not clear, as also discussed by Diemer and colleagues [16].
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Figure 3. We compared three environments: an environment where participants were surrounded by passersby (left), one where they were separated from passersby (middle) and one where they ran the study in a
separated room (right).

were asked to fulfill the tasks without any further requirements.
No attention to the spatial setup or the actual purpose of the
study were given. The examiner explained the VR system
shortly by describing the setup with the position sensors and
the controllers. The participants were introduced to the usage
of the controllers, then the HMD was put on and straps, as well
as lenses, were adjusted. After this, they took off the HMD and
were told about the smartwatch and the vibration alarm going
off after 15 minutes of being in the experience and indicates
the end of the experience. Wem told them that the instructor
will be present but silent during the experience. They then
started the experience. Following the experience, the PANAS,
the IPQ, and the time graphs were filled out. After that, we
conducted the semi-structured interview.
RESULTS

In the results section, we present the quantitative data from the
analysis of the IPQ and PANAS questionnaires, the recorded
movement data and evaluation of the interviews. To quantify the number of people during the public conditions, we
counted the people being present in the hallway during the
user’s interaction on the recorded video that showed the users
surrounding. We did so every 5 seconds On average 2 persons
were around participants at any time.
Quantitative Data

The results from the IPQ, the PANAS questionnaires, and the
movement data are summarized in Figure 4.
Movement data was cleaned by removing 5% of the highest
values in the measurements speed and acceleration from each
condition, in order to exclude possible errors of the tracking system. We compared the results conducting an one-way
between subject analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare
the effect of spatial layout on the movement parameters. The
Levene statistic showed homogeneity of variance in all cases.
Normal distribution was evaluated by visually analyzing a
histogram of the data and did not show a violation in any case.
The igroup presence questionnaire data was analyzed with an
ANOVA, as the scales fulfill the criteria of being symmetric
around the middle and having equidistant formulations on each
side of the scales [11]. With the null hypothesis that there is no
difference between the conditions, no significant difference at
a p<.5 level could be shown for spatial presence (F(2,55)=.376,
p=.688), involvement (F(2,55)=.741, p=.481) and realness
(F(2,55)=1.474, p=.238). Therefore the null hypothesis can
not be rejected in any case. The overall feeling of being present
shows high values in all conditions.

Figure 4. Results for the IPQ, PANAS and movement measures for the three conditions surrounded, barrier and separated.

The same statistical test was used to compare the movement
results. With the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the conditions, no significant difference at a p<0.5 level
could be shown for the used space (F(2,55)=.922, p=.404), the
average speed (F(2,55)=.148, p=.863) or the mean acceleration
(F(2,55)=.995, p=.376). Therefore the null hypothesis can not
be rejected in any case.
As we could not show significant differences in our measurements, we analyzed the interviews in order to understand if
those results are reflected in the users subjective feeling.
Interviews

The interviews had the purpose to get insight on the HMD
users’ experience regarding bystanders, the examiner, and
sense of security and presence. The interviews were conducted
in German language. Relevant quotes are translated into English by the authors.
Presence of Others – The interview results can be divided in
utterances belonging to physical and cognitive threats.
Users in the separated condition did not report physical threats
of possible bystanders. In the public conditions the fear of
colliding with somebody else was apparent but without considerable difference between the conditions – surrounded (6)
and barrier (5). In both public conditions, there was the fear
of bumping into objects. In the surrounded condition the fear
of being touched is reported additionally. For example, participant 34 commented to feel "[...] being at the mercy of
the (RW) environment[...]". All participants diluted their statements. They explained that they just forgot about passersby,
as they were deeply involved in the task in VR. Two of them
said that passersby would take care, as they understand the
blindness of the HMD user, or they felt safe as it was a study
situation which is suspected to be secured by the examiner.
Cognitive threats triggered by bystanders were present in all
conditions. In the separated condition 1 participant reported
being happy to be alone in the room, as there was nobody
else to monitor him. One participant mentioned that a stranger
could enter the room, but he feels safe as he would realize it.

It should be emphasized that participants from the separated
condition did not perceive the examiner as being in the room
or being a threat.
Social embarrassment was reported in all conditions. With
a high number in the barrier condition, the possibility of
being watched by strangers was reported to create feelings
like shame. In the public conditions even fear or intimidation
was reported (surrounded = 4, barrier = 8, separated = 3),
as we expected it from the related work on proxemics. Some
participants felt ashame only during the first minute of the
experience and then forgot or ignored it. In all conditions,
there were reports of constant behavior change or the wish
to take of the HMD to escape the situation. Participant 33,
condition surrounded, reported "[...] there could have been
1000 people standing around me [...] this is unsettling [...], lets
say funny". The influence of feeling pressure to perform well
in the task mainly introduced by the examiner was reported
(surrounded = 1, barrier = 3, separated = 1).
Sense of security – The sense of security was interpreted by
the participants when discussing and drawing it, as either the
feeling of mental and bodily safety or as certainty in actions
during the game. If the later was the case, the examiner asked
if they could "[...] tell something about their sense of security
related to the real world [...]".
Corrected by asking again, the majority of participants had
no issues with their sense of security (surrounded = 11, barrier = 15, separated = 13). The reasons why they felt secure
were trust in others (surrounded = 6, barrier = 3, separated
= 1), knowing the VR system and knowing the real room
(surrounded = 3, barrier = 1, separated = 2).
The trust in others could be separated in trust in the examiner and trust in the surrounding people. One participant of
the surrounded condition reported: "We are in the faculty for
mathematics [...]. The people around here are not that dangerous, but they might try to explain the parabolas to me.". Still,
there was the anxiety of getting touched or hit for 5 users in
the public conditions.

Knowing the VR system created confidence for some users.
They felt more secure when they were familiarized with the
hardware of the VR system, the interaction with the VR, the
VR space and their task in VR. 7 users reported anxiety. They
did not know what to expect in the experience and the HMD
blocking the visual connection to the RW.

The vibration of the smartwatch at the end of the session was
a pleasant interruption and attention shift for the users. The
communicated vibration was perceptually integrated into the
VR experience for a moment until the participant recalled its
meaning for the end of the session (2).

Knowing about the real room was helpful by being assured
for physical safety, but also in order to trust the people acting
in the environment. Firstly the knowledge that the size of
the real space was big enough to fit in the VR space they
experienced took the fear of colliding with physical objects.
Still, 6 participants from all conditions reported the fear of
colliding with a physical object. In the condition barrier Three
participants reported feeling secure because of the barrier
tape. Secondly, a general feeling of trust is generated in the
environment as the participants had been at the place before
and felt familiar.

We chose the game job simulator in order to create a highly immersive environment for the user. The game has a predefined
walkable area. This might be the cause, the non-significant difference in the used movement area. However, we would have
expected slower movement speed and acceleration especially
in the surrounded condition which has the danger of colliding
with physical objects. This effect might be created due to the
large movement space in the hallway and the examiner being
present, which we discuss in the following section.

Presence – Sounds like voices originating from the real world
was the main difference in the participants reports between the
public conditions, surrounded and barrier, to the separated
condition (surrounded = 7, barrier = 11, separated = 0). In the
public conditions, people diminish the effect of noises from
the RW by saying not to be affected. Discussing their drawings
on the state of presence during their experience, they answer
contrarily. They describe noises and voices from the RW as
forcing them to shift their focus from VR to RW. E.g., they described this shift as if "[...] you just woke up[...]"(surrounded
= 5, barrier = 5, separated = 0). The reported reasons, in the
public conditions, why the noise was not observed consciously
were integration of the stimuli into the VR experience (5),
masking out of the noises from the real world (19), the focus
on the task in VR (4) and the involvement in interaction in VR
(15). Another issue originating from the voices in the RW was
an illogical position of the voice’s origin. It was reported that
the sound came through the wall behind the user in VR, which
was logically impossible for them and created irritation (2).

Our study aimed at examining the impact of the spatial layout
of a VR system on the HMD users experience between the
conditions surrounded by others, being separated by a barrier
and acting in a separated room without others being around.
Only slight differences were apparent between the two public
conditions. The barrier tape mainly introduced additional physical security compared to not having a separation. It prevents
the emergence of physical objects and people from entering
the walkable area. The two public conditions are discussed as
one in the following.

Physical threats from the RW environment were reported to
be influencing, as some people had the physical objects from
the RW in mind in order to prevent collision (surrounded = 5,
barrier = 4, separated = 4).
Time spent in the VR helped the users to forget about the RW
more and more (surrounded = 7, barrier = 3, separated = 4).
One participant answered the question about how he perceived
the RW: "Not at all. Only in situations in which I was uncertain
(about the task), I remembered the surrounding[...]. I did not
really perceive something, I did not feel, hear, see or something
like that, but I sensed that there is somebody and that I am
somewhere else then what I see in front of me".
Due to different events over time, the feeling of being present
in the VR can alter. During the phase of familiarization and the
further progress of the study, people reported a shift of their
attention to the RW, when the task seems to be not solvable, are
hard to understand, or interaction fails (6). In these situations,
the users felt uncertain and/ or frustrated. 44 participants from
all conditions reported experiencing these feelings during the
first minutes of the VR experience.

Limitations

DISCUSSION

Presence of Others – No differences in the measures for speed
and acceleration of movements between the conditions could
be found. We assume that the general positive attitude of the
HMD users towards the examiner, the familiar location and
bystanders took away some fears. The findings in the separated
condition support this. There are no reports about the fear of
being touched and social embarrassment.
Cognitive threats due to bystanders in the public condition
were reported to affect the users’ experience in the first minutes. Surprisingly after some time, all participants forgot about
their real world surrounding including other people. We assume that the positive attitude towards the examiner, the fact
that users knew to be in a user study and the familiar environment created a trustful environment. We expected this effect,
as it is described by social facilitation and the communicator
reward valence (Section 1). The positive attitude is reflected by
the users’ reports about feeling protected in the study context
and not reports about a possible threat due to the examiner in
the private condition. However, they could have felt disturbed
by the examiner, as there was nobody else in the room when
they covered their eyes. This result can either be interpreted
as influencing the studies outcome as the study context itself
had an outcome on the results. Alternatively, as we argued
in the background section, it shows the positive influence a
supervising person can have on the usage of HMDs in public
environments.
Physical threats were also reported but not in terms of getting
hurt, but the fear of being unwillingly touched by a stranger.
Fear of more severe damage might not have been a problem
for the participants in our study as (1) available space in the

hallway in combination with the low number of bystanders
reduced the risk to bump into each other, compared to a situation on a fair. Users reported, that knowing about the walkable
physical area to be much bigger then the virtual play area
helped to feel secure. (2) Bystanders surrounding the HMD
users are reported to be familiar – they are also students –
and categorized as not being dangerous and caring towards
the HMD user. This reflects the influence of the space itself.
Interestingly not the barrier tape is the element introducing
the possibility to immerse into the VR system. It is the combination of a positive attitude towards others and the familiarity
with the surrounding.
In summary, our design space is confirmed in terms of the
examiner playing a different role than bystanders for the HMD
user. Further users also discriminated between the role of bystanders and the space around them. Based on these findings
we expect varying results in less familiar places. Further less familiar bystanders might be present, and the supervising person
has a different role than the examiner in our study. Combination of these factors might have a more negative effect on the
user experience and the feeling of being present.
Feeling of being Present in VR – Besides sounds coming from
the RW in the public conditions, we could not find a difference
between the conditions. Sounds in the public condition were
reported as an interruption of the feeling of being present.
However, most of the users reported not to have an issue with
that. They integrated the sounds into their VR experience or
did not perceive them as they were focused on the VR.
Users needed some time to forget the RW, trust the situation
and gain control over the VR. However due to events over
time their feeling of being present altered between the VR and
RW. We expected these variations similar to the findings of
Garau [20]. Intrinsic reasons for these variations are boredom,
unlogical events in the VR, not understanding the task and
interaction and feeling at the mercy of bystander. Extrinsic
reasons are sounds from the RW and being watched at by bystanders. This is by definition a reduction on the users feeling
of presence, although the users did not report this as such. As
a consequence, we assume that amateur users could not rate
the experience as precise as a professional. We discuss this in
more detail in the following section.
Novelty Effect and Expectations Mismatch – The IPQ Data
did not show any difference, and further, the PANAS did not
give any hints for a negative influence of the conditions on
the user. We expect a novelty effect and expectations mismatch. In contrast to our expectations of negative effects of
public environments, positive emotions even raised slightly
after the experience. All participants reported that playing the
Job Simulator made much fun. This is in contrast to a number of reports by the users about negative feelings and fears.
They reported getting touched, hit something and the breaks in
presence described in the subsection above as negative effects.
However, they diminish their report by saying that this did not
affect their experience and the feeling of being present. Based
on this we assume an expectations mismatch as the users were
inexperienced in using VR systems. We assume that the scales
used in the standard questionnaires are not extreme enough

on the positive side. Users expectations might be very low in
comparison to immersive quality a state of the art VR system
is capable off to provide.
Design space – In the section above we could show that the
user recognized all the aspects of our introduced design space.
We could not identify other factors. It needs to be mentioned
that we did not include the factors Accompanying Person and
Artifacts. We know from related work that these factors also
exist in public environments [34].
Implications

In this work, we focused on effects introduced by variations of
spatial layout in a public HMD experience. With our proposed
implications, we contribute to supporting design decisions.
Practitioners and scientist can benefit from this either to design
for a specific situation or to understand the effects that might
arise under specific system layouts.
Full Separation not Mandatory – In all conditions a very appealing VR experience is possible. However, there are slight
differences between public and separated conditions. Disruptions of the VR experience by stimuli from the RW in the
public conditions, result in a diminution of spatial presence
and plausibility of the VR for the HMD user. However, HMD
users can still be involved very well in the experience. Giving
an exciting task, possibilities to explore and interact with the
VR help the user to focus on the VR. In experiences offering
only a few involving elements, threats origin from the RW
might get dominant. An example could be the reviewing of
architecture. From this we conclude that the fewer involving
elements are existing in an experience, the more spatial, visual
and auditory separation should be set up in the environment.
Physical separation helps to overcome the fear of colliding
with others, as it might happen in very crowded situations.
Alternatively one can use objects like big flower pots or other
forms of decoration in order to lead the stream of bystanders
around the walkable area. A recommendation for all spatial
layouts is to make the user assume that the walkable area in
RW is much bigger than space needed in VR. Visual separation
of the HMD user fosters confidence of the user, in particular in
the first minutes of the experience. Therefore short experiences
or experiences that create an emotional involvement of the user
can benefit from a physical and visual separation of the HMD
user. In environments with a low likelihood of hitting another
person, it might be sufficient for the user to have a trustful
system operator around.
System Operator as Protection – The system operator is an
important factor for user experience in the usage of HMDs in
public. If s/he is a trustworthy person, HMD users trust him/her
to take care of their physical safety. This is especially helpful
in public environments. From this we conclude that a system
operator can help in experiences that demand a separation of
the user, but specific reasons do not allow a physical separation.
Also, s/he is needed as a helping hand during the experience.
Therefore a system operator should be trained on how to be
a trustful person for the user in order to foster positive social
effects like shared attention. The system operator can improve
the users experience in public by communicating clear rules.

This could be expectations for the user, explain what the user
is able to do and how s/he should do it. Further, a start and
end of the experience should be defined. This helps to avoid
situations in which the user might interpret a challenging or
unclear situation as an error in or end of the experience. A
clear explanation of how and when the system operator can be
contacted helps the users to maintain certainty in their actions.
This avoids negative effects as it might be embarrassing to
the user. Embarrassment might arise when speaking to the
supervising person without knowing if s/he is around or will
react to the request.
Make Users Look Good – The participants reported that they
felt insecure in the first minutes of interaction due to not
knowing what to do and expect, how to interact, being watched
at by others, when the task starts, the experience ends and how/
whom to communicate to or ask for help during the experience.
Failing in understanding these basic rules, creates a feeling
of insecurity. This feeling is enforced when being watched at
by bystanders. Therefore the primary goal in the experience
design should be to make the users believe that they are in
control of the situation all the time. An instructional part could
be beneficial to guide the users into the VR, the experience
itself and an ending. During the first minutes the interaction
should be simple – adjusted to the experience of the user group
– in order not to make the users fail in front of bystanders [44].
Creating a transition for the user from the RW environment
to the VR environment was shown to be beneficial [53, 50]
and might be especially beneficial in public environments.
The user should not be overwhelmed with functionalities and
especially avoid complicated tasks or even mistakes in the
implementation. These frustrating moments are reported by
the participants to break the presence feeling. Do not put the
interesting or important topic of the experience in the first
minutes, as the user might miss it.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a study on the influence of spatial
layout on the HMD users experience during a VR experience
in public. A design space is introduced by us and showed to
include all relevant factors influencing a VR experience in
public environments. Based on the theoretical discussion of
the design space we conducted a between-subject user study
(N=58) comparing the conditions surrounded, barrier and
separated. We show that HMD users in these environments
are affected by physical – getting hit by others or objects – or
cognitive – e.g., being watched at by strangers – threats. Based
on our theoretical and findings from the user study we give
implications for future design of public HMD experiences.
We argue that a good VR experience is possible in all spatial
layouts when all factors influencing the VR experience are
taken into account. For example, the engagement of the user
on the VR experience can be fostered without any additional
separation. Possible actions to achieve this are the introduction
of a highly involving task and a system operator communicating clear rules for the experience. The introduced design
space creates new research opportunities as we only addressed
the spatial layout of the system. Further our results give practitioners and researcher the possibility to improve the design

of future HMD experience and better understand the effects
created due to certain system layouts.
Future Work

In future usage of HMDs, e.g., unsupervised public display of
HMDs [34], the system operator will not be present anymore.
We want to research these situations in order to find out if users
can maintain a good experience and work on VR systems
for these types of environments. Our work focused on the
topic from a UX point of view. Using performance-driven task
approaches could give additional insights into the influence
of factors in public HMD experiences. We argue that there
are differences possible, as the feeling of being present is a
cognitive task and therefore any disturbance might lead to
corrupted task performance in the VR. Practical tools need
to be developed that help to analyze the reported variations
in presence feeling over time. Short-term interruptions are
not reflected precisely in questionnaires but showed to be the
primary threat during the HMD experience.
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